FARM MUTUAL STATES

FARN SCHOOL PRODUCES STRANGE RESULTS
Among the "Poor" Districts Aided Are Larger

BUREAU EXPLAINS ACT
Northern Counties Are The Chief Beneficiaries Of Fund.

The Turner Act failed as a
news item to bring any great
attention on the floor of the
representatives, but in the
examination of the reports of the in-
stitution tax fund to the
senate committee; it was
exhibited clearly that the
funds would be favorably
employed in the
northern counties. The
idea that the northern
sections of the state
were less affected by the
drought than the
western counties is
true, but the rural
homeowners of the
northern counties have
not the same
wealth in
manpower as the
farmers of the
western counties.

RURAL SCHOOL ACT PRODUCES STRANGE RESULTS

BUREAU OF HEALTH ANNOUNCES
elected officials are the people
who have the most
knowledge of the
needs of their
districts. The
people have
the
power to
elect the
officials
who
represent
them.

COCONUT OIL FOR OLEIC HAS BEEN COMING IN FREE

The February 26 meeting is an
important event in the
history of the Farm Bureau.
It was the first meeting of
the new committee, which
was elected at the
annual meeting in January.

The meeting was held in
the auditorium of the
University of Illinois,
Champaign.

The meeting was
attended by the
Chairman of the
Farm Bureau,
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STATE INCOME TAX ON BANKS FAILS IN CALIFORNIA?

Bank Tax Receipts Drop 90
Per Cent One Official Argues

REPORTS

WASHINGTON—A bill to
eliminate the state income
tax on banks, which was
introduced in the House of
Representatives, was
reported out of
committee without a
vote.
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HARVEST TIME AND CITY TAXES

The Michigan Milk Producers Association is holding a meeting at Lansing to discuss a proposal to establish a cooperative with representatives of the state in order to market the surplus of milk produced in the state. The proposal is designed to stabilize the milk market and provide a fair return to the producers.

In remarks to the group, Ed McNeely, the President of the association, said, "We believe this is a logical step in solving the problem of surplus milk." He went on to explain that the cooperative would be able to purchase milk at a fair price and sell it to processors at a reasonable rate, thereby reducing the surplus problem.

"We feel that this will be a win-win situation for both the producers and the processors," McNeely continued. "The producers will receive a fair price for their milk, and the processors will have a steady supply of milk to work with." He added that the cooperative would also be able to negotiate better prices with the processors, which would benefit both sides.

The meeting was well attended, with representatives from various districts in the state. The group discussed the details of the proposal and agreed to move forward with the plan.

FARM WOMAN TALKS

On Business Situation

Farm woman talks on farm business situation.

"In the present economic situation," she said, "the price of milk has fallen. This has caused a drop in our income, and we are forced to cut back our expenditures. We are trying to find ways to increase our income, but it is not easy." She went on to explain that the association was working with the state to try to find solutions to the problem.

The meeting was well attended, with representatives from various districts in the state. The group discussed the details of the proposal and agreed to move forward with the plan.


1930 Fishing Regulations Committee

With the season of fishing just ahead, preparations for the regulations described by the Out-door Club of the M. S. F. L. are being made. In order for the season to go, all regulations must be decided upon by the first of the month. The regulations have just been announced for 1930.

According to the regulations, fishing should be limited to a certain number of days each year, with seasons being set in order to prevent over-fishing. Fishermen are advised to follow the regulations carefully in order to ensure the survival of certain species.

---

AVOID PHOSPHATE FERTILIZER LOSS ON HEAVY SOILS

Broadcasting Not Effective On Heavy Soils; Use The Drill

Farmers who are trying to get the maximum dollar value from their phosphatic fertilizers should consider the use of the drill. The drill is a stationary tool which is designed for the purpose of sowing seed in the ground with a minimum amount of soil disturbance. This makes the drill very important on soils where heavy plowing is impracticable.

The drill is simple in construction and operation, and can be used by any farmer with a little practice. It will save time and labor, and will result in a considerable saving in seed.

---

WAYNE CO. SUES STATE TO TEST ROAD FUND RULE

Suits For $627,000 Instead Of Trying For Eight Million

After weeks of delay and much negotiation, the Wayne County Circuit Court has agreed to hear the case of the Wayne County Board of Commissioners against the State of Michigan. The suit was filed to determine whether the state is violating the constitution of Michigan in the way it handles the road fund.

The county is seeking $627,000 instead of the $8 million it was originally seeking. The county has consistently argued that the state is not providing adequate funds for the maintenance and repair of county roads.

---

FEW COUNTIES AND OFFICERS ARE URGED

Plato, Jan. 22—Fewer, less well-prepared candidates for office are more important to the future of the state than ever before. This is the opinion of the Wayne County Board of Commissioners.

The board has been active in recent years in the fight for better government. It has urged the state to provide adequate funds for the maintenance and repair of county roads.

---

Is There An Mortgage?

There is no mortgage on the property. It is a free and clear property. The mortgage is a legal document which transfers the title of the property to the mortgagee for the purpose of securing the payment of a debt.

---

DO YOU KNOW THESE FERTILIZER VALUES?

Nutrients in Farm Bureau fertilizers are nearly 100% soluble in water, or quickly available to plants, as against the general handing of 70% water soluble for nitrogen in fertilizers.

Why is Farm Bureau nitrogen quickly available? Because Farm Bureau is the best surety of nitrogen, which dissolves in water and makes their nitrogen quickly available.

Some farmers depend more or less for nitrogen on such vegetable or animal materials as tobacco stems, dried blood, tankage, and other organic materials which must decay before their nitrogen becomes available. That nitrogen is slowly available.

Young plants need water soluble nitrogen most before the nitrogen is organic, required to be available for the plant.

---

MECHANICAL CONDITION

Farm Bureau fertilizers are finely ground and screened and tabled and ready, and in the proper state to go to market. They are ready for use and will be ready to cover the farm products and supplies.

---

A Quick Kindling Long Burning Coal

You keep coal for heat, and if it is Kistler's quick, burns hot and clean and long, with intense, even heat—you have something. Both a coal and Farm Bureau Quick Heat coal.

Kistler's quick is a coal with the best possible mechanical condition. It is produced in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, and is a high grade coal with a very low moisture content. This coal is used for the production of steam and other purposes, and is known for its long burning qualities.

---

This Service

To Michigan Farmers is available through

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.

Here's a valuable service to farmers everywhere. An auto insurance program makes it possible for farmers to save on their automobile insurance premiums. The program is designed to save farmers money on their automobile insurance rates.

---
POVERTY COSTS US MORE THAN CRIME

Farm Bureau Services, Inc.
Lansing, Michigan

By J. Berkley, Executive Secretary
Farm Bureau Services, Inc.
Lansing, Michigan

For Farm Taxpayers

Tell your state legislature that you object to the taxation of farm property. The tax needs of the people are increased and the tax laws are not just. They distort the economy and do not bring any much-needed revenue. The money is spent in a wasteful manner and the state taxes are not used to benefit the people. The state should be held responsible for the use of the money it raises through taxation.
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